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Creating a luxury hot tub takes a lot of 
experience and knowledge.  You can be 
assured that buying a Vita is a sound 
investment into your family’s future 
and it will bring many happy years of 
enjoyment.

At Vita we stand by our quality and 
reliability, to ensure you continue to 
enjoy your spa for years to come. 



History of Vita Spa

1969
Origin of Modern Fibreglass
Begins with the production of 
snowmobile shrouds & swimming 
pools.

2008
MAAX Acquired by Brookfield
Becomes part of the largest 
company in the word involved in 
manufacturing of spas.

2016
Northern Exposure
Another innovation from MAAX Spas, 
Northern Exposure featuring 3M 
Thinsulate Insulation a breakthrough 
in hot tub insulation.

1997
MAAX Enters Spa Category
Acquisition of 15 year old Coleman 
Spas. Acquisition of 23 year old 
California Cooperage.

1973
Bath Production Begins
Production of progressive fibreglass 
bath tubs and showers begin.

2009
Acquisition
MAAX Spas acquires Vita Spa

2017
MAAX Merges with American
Bath Group
Creating one of the largest synergies 
between bath and spas in North 
America.

2001
MAAX Spa
First Appliance Grade hot tubs with 
steel frames manufactured.

1987
MAAX is Born
Listing on Montreal Stock Exchange 
The name MAAX is coined.

2015
Continued Growth
MAAX Spas grows to become the 3rd 
largest hot tub manufacturer in the 
USA.

2020
World’s Greatest
Featured on The World’s Greatest TV 
show, explaining why our spas are 
one of the world’s best.

2007
MAAX Company
MAAX Inc. ranks among five 
largest bath and spa mfg in 
North America.

Vita Spa History
Way back in the 1970s Vita Spa were launched in the USA at the very start of the hot tub induy as we know 
it. Now produced in Arizona by the  MAAX Spas Induies Corporation by a team of people that are proud of 
their work and live by their reputation. Many employees at MAAX Spas have been there for over 25 years so 
they know a thing or two about building spas.

Building a great spa takes a lot of experience and knowledge. To be able to offer a lifetime warranty on 
our steel frames and patented insulation is no easy task and took many years to perfect these extremely 
important features built into our 500 & 700 series range.

You can be assured that buying a Vita Spa is a sound investment into your family’s future and it will bring 
many happy years of enjoyment. We don’t cut corners like other brands to offer cheap spas that are built 
on a budget. At Vita Spa we stand by our quality and reliability. You can truly relax when buying a spa from 
us.
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Environmentally Friendly

Insulation System
The Vital Energy Insulation System features eco-friendly 
insulation made from recycled natural fibre. This insulation 
contains no chemical irritants and is treated with a borate-
based solution to prevent mould/mildew growth and pest 
infestation.

Northern Exposure®
Northern Exposure® is the ultimate hot tub insulation system. This unique thermal barrier 
technology recycles the free heat energy for more efficient heating and lower energy costs. 
All four sides of the spa, plus the floor and cover are lined with reflective copper material.

Electricity costs have risen sharply in the last few years
Running costs have become an important issue when purchasing a spa. Most spas produced over 10 
years ago were not manufactured with the same attention to this issue so many spa owners with an older 
model may find an upgrade is a worthwhile option to achieve lower running costs.

All our spas are manufactured using the very latest eco-friendly systems using recycled materials 
wherever possible to provide extremely low running costs.

This is achieved in a variety of ways. Firstly, we provide a complete envelope of insulation to prevent heat 
loss via the spa itself. Secondly, we use reflective technology to again push the heat back into the spa 
water. Thirdly, we recycle the wasted heat created by the spa pumps and again push this heat back into 
the spa.
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Heath Benefits

Lowers Blood Pressure
A recent study for the Mayo Clinic recommended that relaxing in a hot tub can be beneficial for heart 
disease patients. The study showed that relaxing in a hot tub is less essful on the heart and more beneficial 
than working out on an exercise bike! The study also demonated that soaking in the hot tub for as little as 
15 minutes will lower blood pressure.

Lower Diabetic Blood Sugar Levels
The New England Journal of Medicine found that bathing in a hot bath simulates the 
beneficial effects of a hot tub. Studies revealed that patients with type 2 diabetes, 
who soak in a hot tub for 30 minutes a day, 6 days a week for 3 weeks, experience a 
reduction in blood sugar levels by an average of 13%.

Minimise the Pain of Arthritis
For people with arthritis, the Arthritis Research Campaign recommends using 
a hot tub as an excellent way to apply heat to arthritic joints. A relaxing soak 
in a hot tub can help with muscle relaxation, decreased pain, joint stiffness 
and greater ease when exercising and daily activities.

Sleep More Soundly
No more counting sheep! According to the National Sleep Foundation, 30 million Britons suffer from 
mild to chronic insomnia and other sleep disorders. A study in the journal ‘Sleep’ showed that 
soaking in a hot tub prior to bedtime will not only help you fall asleep, but will provide a deeper, 
more relaxing sleep as the body cools.

ess Relief
ess results in muscle tension, headaches, fatigue and soreness. Regular hot tub use, through a 
combination of buoyancy, heat and massage relieves tension and ess. Buoyancy eases pressure in joints 
and muscles, while heat increases blood flow to muscles and accelerates healing. Additionally, hot tub jets 
provide therapeutic massage, stimulating the release of endorphins; the body’s natural painkiller.

Promotes Weight Loss
Regular hot tub use has also been linked to weight loss. In clinical studies, patients who used hot tubs lost 
an average of 3.5 pounds without any new diet or physical exercise. The hot water massage simulated the 
effects of exercise on the muscles, gradually helping them lose weight.
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Massage Styles

Effleurage
This is a sliding or gliding massage performed along the back in a continuous motion. Effleurage is both 
relaxing and healing. This treatment uses powerful eams of water directed upwards along the back 
towards vital organs. Combining this with direct pressure jets creates an incredible, healing massage.

Circular Friction
This is also called cross fiber massage. A circular motion across the muscle fibers work 
to unlock stiff and tired muscles, relieving ess and increase mobility.

Shiatsu
Finger pressure, or Shiatsu massage, focuses on the acupressure points of the 
body for relief of aches and pains. The small, finger-sized jets are placed along 
these pressure points for a targeted massage.

Reflexology
Reflexology targets the nerve endings in the hands and feet that are 
connected to the entire body. Effectively massaging these areas is a 
key to complete relaxation.

Tapotement
This technique is a rhythmic tapping using the edges of the hands or lightly with the palms. A 
tapotement massage promotes blood flow and circulation to help the body carry away toxins 
and acids that can build up, causing pain and stiffness.

Vita Spa® jets were designed to heal.
Think of them as your own personal masseuse waiting to work those aches and pains away. Our jets offer 
a variety of effects and are completely adjustable to personalize your massage. Once you experience their 
natural healing power, you’ll be left wondering how you ever lived without them. 

A Vita Spa® is designed to deliver a complete back massage like you would receive at a massage clinic. 
There are five techniques that are commonly performed to improve circulation, relieve tension, and relax. 
Your Vita Spa® utilizes different jets and configurations to deliver these massage treatments.

Petrissage
This “kneading” motion massage is commonly used for larger muscle groups. Rotating jets in Vita Spa 
create this kneading motion, relieving tension and pain locked deep in the muscles.
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Vita Spa Features

Steel sub-ucture
The steel ucture design in Vita Spa® 700 and 500 series hot tubs allows for complete service of the entire 
ucture and all mechanical parts. The spa can be serviced and brought back to factory specifications right 
in your backyard. We call this feature “Appliance Grade.”

The Vita Spa® 700 and 500 series hot tubs have a 
steel frame which provides greater uctural integrity 
than wood, as well as superior corrosion protection 
for a much longer life. It will not expand or contract 
with moisture. The inorganic properties will never rot, 
warp, split or crack and eliminate worries of animal 
infestation or termite damage.

Lifetime steel ucture warranty
Our steel ucture carries a lifetime warranty. This means for the lifetime of your ownership you can 
feel secure knowing any component of the uctural frame will be replaced or fixed to factory 
specifications.

• 40% lighter, yet 250% onger than traditional wood frames
• Weatherproof
• Corrosion-free

Northern Exposure Insulation
Is a unique thermal barrier technology that recycles the free heat energy for more 
efficient heating. All four sides of the spa, plus the floor and cover, are lined with 
copper material to reflect radiant heat energy generated from the pumps back into 
the spa.

Made in the USA
The hot tubs we see today were first created in the United States of America 
back in the 60s and that experience through the decades has enabled the US 
manufacturers to build the world’s very best spas. Quality and innovation through 
past experiences.
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Weather shield cover
WeatherShield covers are lined with 
our copper insulation sheet to 
improve heat retention. Double 
stitched seams for durability 
allow the cover to hold over 400 
pounds. 

The outer shell is extremely weather 
resistant to fading while weighing 
about 25% less than other covers in 
the induy.
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Vita Spa Features

Fully electronic 56 frame pump
Vita Spa® hot tubs utilize Direct Drive 56 frame pumps in all models. These are 
larger and more powerful than the 48 frame motors found in most spas. This 
eliminates mechanical switches, allowing the pumps to run longer and more 
energy efficient.

Know your spa’s health at a glance
The status indicator light is a standard feature on all hot tubs, allowing 
you to check the status of your hot tub without opening the cover or 
app. The colour changes from blue to red or flashes blue or red with 
corresponding error codes.

The Vita Spa 700/500 series filtration system
Our dual filtration system ensures that the maximum 
amount of water passes through the filters before it re-
enters the spa. Filtration is driven by the powerful jet pumps, 
which rapidly circulate large amounts of water.

Lifetime Insulation Warranty
The insulation system in your new Vita Spa hot tub is warranted to maintain the same insulation value as 
it had at the time it was manufactured. As you enjoy your spa over the years, you’ll feel secure knowing it 
can be maintained at the same high level of efficiency as the day it was made.

ABS sealed base
The ABS Sealed Base is made of one-piece conuction 
and provides a rugged foundation that seals the 
bottom of the spa, locking in heat and sealing out 
moisture.

CleanZone® Ultra
The use of the CleanZone® Ultra UVC light is the same technology utilized in many 
communities around the world to purify drinking water. This technology is combined 
with an Ozone System that is used to oxidize and clean your spa water.

This ultimate water purification system will automatically maintain healthy, 
crystal-clear water while reducing chemical maintenance. CleanZone® Ultra 
kills 99.9% of microorganisms, bacteria, viruses, and parasites, making this the 
perfect sanitization system for your spa.
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Colour Options

Acrylic Colours
Vita Spa hot tubs are finished in an attractive interior made from continuous cast acrylic. This is superior to ethylene 
“soft plastic” surfaces. The hard, non-porous surface resists stains, fading, scratches and chemical abuse. With the 
look of granite, pearl or metalescence, the extremely rugged and durable finish offers beauty and peace of mind.

Midnight Canyon Storm Clouds Tuscan Sun

Glacier Mountain Smokey MountainSilver Marble

Excel-X™ Cabinets
Made from a high impact composite, Excel-X looks and feels like real natural wood. Excel-X is ecologically 
friendly, doesn’t weather or stain, and is virtually maintenance free.

300 & 100 Series Cabinet Choices

Pecan GreyMocha

Resort GreyModern Mocha Pecan Ridge

700 & 500 Series Cabinet Choices
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Colour Therapy
Lights in your hot tub direct your mood based on the 
colour, and your Vita Spa® has every option. While warm 
colours can stimulate increased circulation, appetite, and 
energy, cool colours are known to reduce ess and anxiety 
while promoting relaxation and the feeling of clarity.

Illuminated Cup Holders
A comforting dip with your favorite 
beverage is the perfect combination. Vita 
Spa’s Illuminated beverage holders add to 
the soothing light show.



Illuminated Controls
Diverter valves are illuminated for easy use 
at night and distinction from the non-lit air 
control valves along the rail.

Illuminated Pillows
Illuminated Contoured Pillow cradles your 
head for complete comfort.

Aurora Cascades

A true illuminated laminar eam of water 
providing a soothing visual & sound effect.
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700 Series Features
Vita Tunes with Subwoofer
Halo Pro-Loc Jets

Air Jets
Champagne Air
Multi-Cartridge Filtration

Three 3HP Dual Speed Pumps
One Air Pump
Multiple Illumination Zones

Rendezvous
Come together in the Rendezvous and enjoy the best in 
relaxation. The collection of jets featured in this spa work 
together to bring you full-body recovery.

Powered by 3 x 3HP Massage Pump and 1 x Air Pump. The 
Rendezvous has 78 Halo Pro-Loc Jets, 20 Champagne Air 
Jets.

• Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Biozone Water Management
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Cup Holders & 17 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read Deluxe touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The large all seater layout of the Rendezvous gives you a variety of relaxation zones that deliver incredible 
hydrotherapy. Three large corner seats give an assortment of massage while the two cool down seats finish the 
layout.

Another special feature of the Rendezvous is the extra large footwell that accommodates 3 Volcano Jets, allowing all 
users the opportunity of that special foot massage.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 78 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
20 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 7 Seats
Pumps: 3 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 40amps
Weight: 531kgs
Litres: 1,669L

700 Series



Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Northern Exposure Insulation
Steel Frame Conuction

Perma-Shield Bottom Pan
Premier Style Cover
Touch Screen Control

CleanZone Ultra (Ozone and UVC)
Global App Control
Status System

Mystique
Our fitness spa is designed to help you with active 
recovery and staying in shape so your body can feel 
its best no matter what. With easy-to-use exercise 
equipment, it’s no hassle to take the time you need to 
get in a good workout followed by incredible relaxation in 
one of this spa’s many seat options.

• Vita Wave Lounger
• Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• BiOzone Water Management
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Cup Holders & 17 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read Deluxe touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The spacious layout of the Mystique gives you a variety of relaxation zones that deliver incredible 
hydrotherapy.  Two large corner seats are fitted with our champagne air rings and vertical back massage.

A further large corner seat and two bench seats give an assortment of massages while safety entry steps finish the 
layout. And you want to play footsie with anyone due the Mystique extra large footwell.

Technical Information
Size: 229cm x 290cm x 97cm
Jets: 69 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 7 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 3 x 3HP Massage Pump, 1 x Air 
Pump
Power: 40amps
Weight: 557kgs
Litres: 1,957L
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700 & 500 Series 
Superior Jets
Vita Spa® jets were designed to heal. Think of them as your own personal masseuse 
waiting to work those aches and pains away. Our jets offer a variety of effects and are 
completely adjustable to personalize your massage. Once you experience their natural 
healing power, you’ll be left wondering how you ever lived without them.

700 Series Features
Vita Tunes with Subwoofer
Halo Pro-Loc Jets

Air Jets
Champagne Air
Multi-Cartridge Filtration

Three 3HP Dual Speed Pumps
One Air Pump
Multiple Illumination Zones



700 Series

Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Northern Exposure Insulation
Steel Frame Conuction

Perma-Shield Bottom Pan
Premier Style Cover
Touch Screen Control

CleanZone Ultra (Ozone and UVC)
Global App Control
Status System

Riviera
Discover relaxation that feels like a true spa day with the 
Riviera. With multiple seats and jet arrangements, you 
can choose the best massage for your body.

• Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Biozone Water Management
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Cup Holders & 17 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read deluxe touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The large layout of the Riviera gives you a variety of relaxation zone that deliver incredible hydrotherapy. The 
Vita Sports Lounge gives you that reclined armchair feel, with hand/wrist massage and two large foot jets accompany 
the calf, thigh, back & shoulders jets.

Two large corner seats offer deep and powerful massage, a cuddle couch, cool down seat and safety entry step 
complete the seating but don’t forget the large foot well.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 65 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 7 Seats
Pumps: 3 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 40amps
Weight: 518kgs
Litres: 1,586L
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Cabaret
The Cabaret fits your friends and family in a space made 
for relaxing and spending time with others. Sit back and 
recover from the week in the company of others or on 
your own in this spacious spa.

• Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Biozone Water Management
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Cup Holders & 17 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read Deluxe touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The large layout of the Cabaret gives you a variety of relaxation zone that deliver incredible hydrotherapy. 
The Vita Sports Lounge gives you that reclined armchair feeling, with hand/wrist massage and two large foot jets 
accompany the calf, thigh, back & shoulders jets.

Two large corner seats offer deep and powerful massage, a cuddle couch, cool down seat and safety entry step 
complete the seating but don’t forget the large foot well.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 60 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 6 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 3 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 40amps
Weight: 499kgs
Litres: 1,628L

700 Series Features
Vita Tunes with Subwoofer
Halo Pro-Loc Jets

Air Jets
Champagne Air
Multi-Cartridge Filtration

Three 3HP Dual Speed Pumps
One Air Pump
Multiple Illumination Zones

700 Series



Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Northern Exposure Insulation
Steel Frame Conuction

Perma-Shield Bottom Pan
Premier Style Cover
Touch Screen Control

CleanZone Ultra (Ozone and UVC)
Global App Control
Status System

Vivre
The Vivre has everything you need to recharge after a 
long day. Enjoy your choice of massage and lose yourself 
to the soothing touch of the jets and fall into relaxation.

Powered by 3 x 3HP Massage Pump and1 x Air Pump, the 
Cabaret has 61 Halo Pro-Loc Jets, 14 Champagne Air Jets

• Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Biozone Water Management
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Cup Holders & 17 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read Deluxe touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The large layout of the Vivre gives you a variety of relaxation zones that deliver incredible hydrotherapy. The 
Vita Sports Lounge gives you that reclined armchair feel, with hand/wrist massage and two large foot jets accompany 
the calf, thigh, back & shoulders jets.

Two large corner seats offer deep and powerful massage, a cuddle couch, cool down seat and safety entry step 
complete the seating but don’t forget the large foot well.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 61 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
14 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 6 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 3 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 40amps
Weight: 526kgs
Litres: 1,688L
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500 Series Features
Vita Tunes with Subwoofer*
Halo Pro-Loc
Air Jets*

Champagne Air*
Multi-Cartridge Filtration
Two 3HP Dual Speed Pumps*
One Air Pump*

Multiple Illumination Zones
Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Northern Exposure Insulation
Steel Frame Conuction

700 & 500 Series 
Smart Touch II
The Smart Touch II control panels are 
easy to read and allow you to change the 
temperature, adjust lighting and control 
your massage. This control works even 
when wet, letting you customize your 
experience even after you’ve climbed in to 
your hot tub.



Salon
The Salon is a dual lounge spa which allows for two 
people to lay back and enjoy.

Offering a large spacious all seating family party fun 
tub. Powered by Two 5hp Pumps and a Champagne 
Air system the Salon has 53 Halo Pro-Loc Jets and 10 
Champagne Air Jets

• Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Waterfall
• 4 LED Cup Holders & 12 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The 8ft Salon gives you space with more space, indeed this multi-levelled barrier free seating Hot Tub is 
massive. The Salon has 2 loungers and very accommodating corner seats all giving a different deep hydrotherapy 
massage as well as 3 further seats.

If you want to lounge, then the curvy corner seats allow you to spin around and lay your legs out. If you are looking for 
foot therapy then the Salon’s extra large footwell let’s you enjoy powerful foot massage via the large foot dome which 
has 10 jets and the High Velocity Volcano jet located within it.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 53 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 5 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 2 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 32amps
Weight: 432kgs
Litres: 1,548L

Perma-Shield Bottom Pan
Premier Style Cover
Touch Screen Control
CleanZone Sanitiser System

Optional Extras
Champagne Air**
CleanZone Ultra (Ozone and UVC)
Global App Control

Multiple Illumination Zones

*Excluding Trio
**Trio Only 26
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Grand
The Grand is the perfect spa for fun conversations with 
friends and family in a relaxing setting where there’s 
plenty of room for everyone.

• Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• 4 LED Cup Holders & 12 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The Grand has 4 large and very accommodating corner seats all giving a different deep hydrotherapy 
massage as well as 3 further seats.

If you want to lounge, then the curvy corner seats allow you to spin around and lay your legs out. If you are looking for 
foot therapy then the Grand’s extra large footwell let’s you enjoy powerful foot massage via the large foot dome which 
has 10 jets and the High Velocity Volcano jet located within it.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 49 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 7 Seats
Pumps: 2 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 32amps
Weight: 352kgs
Litres: 1,192L

500 Series Features
Vita Tunes with Subwoofer*
Halo Pro-Loc
Air Jets*

Champagne Air*
Multi-Cartridge Filtration
Two 3HP Dual Speed Pumps*
One Air Pump*

Multiple Illumination Zones
Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Northern Exposure Insulation
Steel Frame Conuction

500 Series



Envie
Enjoy a relaxing gathering or a night by yourself. It’s your 
choice with the Envie.

This a spacious 6 seater family Hot Tub. Powered by Two 
3hp Pumps and a Champagne Air system the Envie has 
54 Halo Pro-Loc Jets, 10 Champagne Air Jets

• Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• 4 LED Cup Holders & 11 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The 8ft Envie gives you a well sculptured full length lounger with head to toe massage along with 5 further 
seats, comprising 2 large and very accommodating corner seats all delivering deep hydrotherapy massage as well 
as 3 further seating positions. The Envie also incorporates Safety Entrance Steps.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 54 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 6 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 2 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 32amps
Weight: 43kgs
Litres: 1,456L

Perma-Shield Bottom Pan
Premier Style Cover
Touch Screen Control
CleanZone Sanitiser System

Optional Extras
Champagne Air**
CleanZone Ultra (Ozone and UVC)
Global App Control

Multiple Illumination Zones

*Excluding Trio
**Trio Only 28



500 Series Features
Vita Tunes with Subwoofer*
Halo Pro-Loc
Air Jets*

Champagne Air*
Multi-Cartridge Filtration
Two 3HP Dual Speed Pumps*
One Air Pump*

Multiple Illumination Zones
Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Northern Exposure Insulation
Steel Frame Conuction

700 & 500 Series 
Champagne Air
Champagne Air is a softer tissue massage 
using bubbles to caress sensitive sore 
muscles, help remove toxin build up, and 
relax the entire body.



Monarque
When you sit back in the Monarque, you’ll instantly 
feel any ess leave your body as you take in a soothing 
massage that will leave you feeling refreshed.

You can customize your Monarque in a way that 
perfectly fits your lifestyle and needs to help you find full 
rejuvenation so you can feel your best every day.

• Offering Large Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Waterfall
• 4 LED Cup Holders & 12 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The 7ft Monarque gives you multi-levelled barrier free seating, comprising 4 large and very accommodating 
corner seats all giving a different deep hydrotherapy massage as well as 3 further seats.

The Monarque’s large footwell lets you enjoy powerful foot massage via 4 big jets and the High Velocity Volcano jet.

Technical Information
Size: 211cm x 211cm x 97cm
Jets: 49 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 7 Seats
Pumps: 2 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 32amps
Weight: 352kgs
Litres: 1,192L

Perma-Shield Bottom Pan
Premier Style Cover
Touch Screen Control
CleanZone Sanitiser System

Optional Extras
Champagne Air**
CleanZone Ultra (Ozone and UVC)
Global App Control

Multiple Illumination Zones

*Excluding Trio
**Trio Only 30

500 Series



500 Series Features
Vita Tunes with Subwoofer*
Halo Pro-Loc
Air Jets*

Champagne Air*
Multi-Cartridge Filtration
Two 3HP Dual Speed Pumps*
One Air Pump*

Multiple Illumination Zones
Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Northern Exposure Insulation
Steel Frame Conuction

Prestige
Take time for yourself and enjoy an incredible full-body 
massage that will push all of your ess away as you leave 
the world behind for a while.

The Prestige is part of our Best Selling 500 Series and 
offers everything a family requires. Powered by Two 3hp 
Pumps and a Champagne Air system the Prestige has 52 
Halo Pro-Loc Jets and 10 Champagne Air Jets

• Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Cup Holders & 9 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read touchscreen topside controls.

Layout: The Prestige gives you our famous Vita design, a 20 jets head to toe therapeutic lounger along with multi-
levelled barrier free seating incorporating two deep high therapy corners seats and cool down areas. This 7ft Hot Tub 
offers a seating layout for 6 adults.

Technical Information
Size: 211cm x 211cm x 97cm
Jets: 52 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 6 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 2 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 32amps
Weight: 387kgs
Litres: 1,162L

500 Series



Perma-Shield Bottom Pan
Premier Style Cover
Touch Screen Control
CleanZone Sanitiser System

Optional Extras
Champagne Air**
CleanZone Ultra (Ozone and UVC)
Global App Control

Multiple Illumination Zones

*Excluding Trio
**Trio Only

Joli
Experience the massage your body needs to feel fully 
revived in the Joli. With four seats to choose from you can 
find the massage that will help you recover from the day.

The Joli is part of our Best Selling 500 Series and offers 
everything a small family requires. Powered by Two 3hp 
Pumps and a Champagne Air system the Joli has 44 Halo 
Pro-Loc Jets and 10 Champagne Air Jets.

• Dual Cartridge Filtration
• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• Integrated Bluetooth Music System with Subwoofer
• LED Cup Holders & 9 bright underwater LED lights
• Easy to read topside controls.

Layout: The Joli gives you 2 deep recliners, along with multi-levelled barrier free seating opposite. This Hot Tub offers a 
seating layout for 4 adults.

Technical Information
Size: 208cm x 177cm x 81cm
Jets: 44 Halo Pro-Loc Jets,
10 Champagne Air Jets
Seats: 4 Seats
Pumps: 2 x 3HP Massage Pump,
1 x Air Pump
Power: 32amps
Weight: 316kgs
Litres: 905L
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500 Series Features
Vita Tunes with Subwoofer*
Halo Pro-Loc
Air Jets*

Champagne Air*
Multi-Cartridge Filtration
Two 3HP Dual Speed Pumps*
One Air Pump*

Multiple Illumination Zones
Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Northern Exposure Insulation
Steel Frame Conuction

Reflected Heat

Copper IR ReflectorBlueMAAX®

700 & 500 Series 
Northern Exposure
Northern Exposure® is a unique thermal barrier technology that recycles the free heat 
energy for more efficient heating. All four sides of the spa, plus the floor and cover are 
lined with copper material to reflect radiant heat energy generated from the pumps 
back into the spa. Heat is then absorbed by the plumbing, helping to maintain water 
temperature.  Finally, the entire hot tub is insulated with 3M Thinsulate™, the same 
incredible material utilized in winter clothing. This three-layer, patented system ensures 
energy created by the spa stays in the spa.



Trio
The Trio is a lovely styled rectangular three person Hot 
Tub, with 20 Halo Pro-Loc Jets powered by a 3hp Twin 
Speed Pump. 

Enjoy a simple massage and relax in a comforting 
serenity that dissolves the world around you.

• Norther Exposure Insulation System
• Latest Technology M7 Heating
• LED lighting
• Easy to read programmable topside controls
• Controllable Air Venturi System.

Layout: A spacious 3 person Hot Tub the Trio gives you one full length Vita Lounge with 12 jets positioned from head to 
toe and a large slightly reclined seat with armrests offering hand & wrist massage.

Both areas give you a comfortable headrest, so sit back, relax and enjoy this plug and play Hot Tub.

Technical Information
Size: 168cm x 211cm x 77cm
Jets: 20 Halo Pro-Loc Jets
Seats: 3 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 1 x 3HP Massage Pump
Power: 16amps
Weight: 262kgs
Litres: 738L

Perma-Shield Bottom Pan
Premier Style Cover
Touch Screen Control
CleanZone Sanitiser System

Optional Extras
Champagne Air**
CleanZone Ultra (Ozone and UVC)
Global App Control

Multiple Illumination Zones

*Excluding Trio
**Trio Only

500 Series
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Sensation
Discover the perfect massage for your recovery needs. Find relaxation in the 
comfort of the Sensation, perfect for quiet nights alone or spent with friends.

Customize your Sensation with options that will create the perfect space for 
relaxing and recovering.

Layout: Looking for a large family spa with plenty of room, then the Sensation 
is ideal. A large lounger and three spacious corner seats offer controllable 
jetting layouts for a vagarious massage while two further massage seats 
complete this family all rounder.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 43 Halo Pro-Loc Jets
Seats: 6 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 2 x 2HP Massage Pump
Power: 32amps
Weight: 402kgs
Litres: 1,582L
Bluetooth Stereo: Yes

300 Series Features
Halo Pro-Loc Jets
Multiple Illumination Zones

Excel-X (Simulated Wood)
Freeze Protection
Copper Lined Insulation

Perma Sealed Base
Premier Style Cover

Intrigue / Elegant
The Intrigue & Elegant are both great value stylish Hot Tubs perfectly built for 
families. If you just want a great looking spa without all the gadgets then this 
spa could be ideal for you. 

Layout: Looking for a versatile relaxation lounger, then the Intrigue and 
Elegant’s reversible sculpted lounger gives you the opportunity to sit either 
way enjoying two different massages. It’s like having 2 loungers in your 
Hot Tub but only taking the space of one. Two spacious corner seats offer 
controllable jetting layouts for a vagarious massage while two further 
massage seats complete this family all rounder.

Technical Information
Size: 200cm x 211cm x 94cm
Jets: 33/39 Halo Pro-Loc Jets
Seats: 5 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 1 x 2HP / 2 x 2HP Massage Pump
Power: 16/32amps
Weight: 348/359kgs
Litres: 1,253L
Bluetooth Stereo (Elegant Only)

300 Series



Amour
The Amour is the perfect space to relax with the one you love. Enjoy each 
other’s company as you sit back and experience full body rejuvenation.

Customize your Amour with the options that best suit your needs to create the 
perfect space for relaxing in your own backyard.

Layout: A spacious 2 person Hot Tub the Amour gives you one full length Vita 
Lounge with jets positioned from head to toe and a large slightly reclined 
seat with armrests offering hand & wrist massage. Both areas give you a 
comfortable headrest, so sit back, relax and enjoy this plug and play Hot Tub.

Technical Information
Size: 180 x 178 x 84 cm
Jets: 23 Halo Pro-Loc Jets
Seats: 2 Seats
Pumps: 1 x 2HP Massage Pump
Power: 16amps
Weight: 249kgs
Litres: 523L

Luxe
Sit back and relax with the massage of your choice in the Luxe. With plenty of 
seating available you can listen to what your body needs to fully recover, or 
you can sit and enjoy conversations with friends and family.

Choose from the many options available to customize your Luxe with the best 
options for you and your space.

Layout: Looking for a large family spa with plenty of room, then the Luxe is 
ideal. 4 spacious corner seats offer controllable jetting layouts for a vagarious 
massage while three further massage seats complete this family all rounder.

Technical Information
Size: 231cm x 231cm x 97cm
Jets: 43 Halo Pro-Loc Jets
Seats: 7 Seats
Pumps: 2 x 2HP Massage Pump
Power: 32amps
Weight: 415kgs
Litres: 1,752L
Bluetooth Stereo: Yes

Optional Extras
CleanZone Sanitiser System
Champagne Air System

Global App Control
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100 Series Features
Multiple Illumination Zones
Excel-X (Simulated Wood)

Copper Lined Insulation
Perma Sealed Base
Premier Style Cover

Freeze Protection
Optional Extras
CleanZone Sanitiser System

Image
Perfect for smaller gatherings, the Image provides a pleasant way to spend 
time with those closest to you while relaxing your body and giving it time to 
recover.

Layout:  Looking for a spacious 2 seater with an option for an extra 2 if need 
be. The Image is like a 2 + 2. You can lay back in either of the recliners or if you 
have kids or friends they can join in the fun on the bench seat opposite.

Technical Information
Size: 208cm x 177cm x 81cm
Jets: 22 Halo Pro-Loc Jets
Seats: 4 Seats
Pumps: 1 x 2HP Massage Pump
Power: 13amps
Weight: 280kgs
Litres: 897L

Voeux
Take time to relax in any one of the five seats in the Voeux. Full-body recovery 
is easy to find in this beautifully simple spa.

Layout: Looking for a low cost lounger spa, then the Voeuxs lounger gives 
you unrivaled value more money relaxation. Two spacious corner seats 
offer controllable jetting layouts for a vagarious massage while two further 
massage seats complete this family all rounder.

Technical Information
Size: 213cm x 188cm x 86cm
Jets: 27 Halo Pro-Loc Jets
Seats: 5 Seats (Incl. 1 lounger)
Pumps: 1 x 2HP Massage Pump
Power: 13amps
Weight: 288kgs
Litres: 1,026L
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Longevity and trust are very important in customers’ thoughts when considering a hot tub purchase, and rest 
assured we offer both.

Vita Spa are proudly made in the U.S.A. by MAAX Corp, a company who have been manufacturing spas since 1977 
and are one of the largest manufacturers in the world today. Vita Spa have been imported into the UK since 2003 
and is now sold through a nationwide dealership network.

Having a dealership network provides local manufacturer trained engineers for delivery, servicing and after sales, 
which means we achieve a higher standard of customer care, something you can’t guarantee from an internet 
purchase.

The benefit of local expertise is paramount in reassuring customers they will receive a fantastic service from start 
to finish. We build relationships with them to ensure a great experience enjoying their hot tub for years to come, 
again something you can’t guarantee from an internet purchase.

To find your local authorised dealer visit www.vitaspa.co.uk




